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Preface by the Minister

A
İdris Naim ŞAHİN
Minister of Interior

s the Ministry of Interior, it is among our utmost
priorities to uncover organized crime and to
fight a decisive battle against them. All our
efforts and works are for establishment of a transparent,
democratic and peaceful social structure. In line with
our efforts to make the fight against organized crime
more systematic and more effective, the National
Strategy Document for Combating Organized Crime
is updated, an action plan is prepared concerning
implementation of said strategy document and put
into practice.
Through planned operations directed towards
organized crime, criminal organizations in violation
of social peace are made ineffective; our people’s
confidence in the state has been consolidated. Within
the framework of law enforcement on smuggling and
organized crime which make a negative impact on
commercial activities and economic development of
countries through the methods and the variety they are
committed, remarkable operations were conducted
in coordination with national and international
organizations and institutions.
Within the scope of action on organized crime,
particular emphasis and priority are attributed to
combating criminal organizations involved in drug
trafficking. At the same time, special combat methods
are devised and implemented against street networks
of drugs which entice our youngsters to the use of
drugs.
As a result of legal regulations, specialisation,
comprehensive and intense training programmes,
devoted works, joint studies carried out with other
countries and organizations at international level;
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the effectiveness of law enforcement

material damages on public resources

forces in Turkey against smuggling and

are averted. This decisive battle will

organized crime remained on a rising

continue hereafter.

pattern in 2011. The decisive fight of
Turkey in this field received appreciation

Rapid developments encountered in

in international platforms.

information technologies are bringing in

Successful operations were carried

new conveniences in all phases of life

out in 2011, too, against smuggling

as well as new crime methods for the

of fuel oil, cigarette and commodities.

criminals. Our decisive battle against

Besides more emphasis was placed

cyber-crime which has mounted and

on operational works directed towards

spread naturally as a result of developing

deciphering

technology will continue in an effective

organized

crime

in

international field under the campaign
against illicit trafficking of migrants and

and successful manner.

human trafficking which are becoming

I would like to take this opportunity to

more prevalent these days.

extend my wholehearted thanks and

By means of action on corruption

wish success to our security forces who

crimes where public prowess is used

have put every effort in all these works

for

and fulfilled their tasks in devotion.

personal

interests,

significant

İdris Naim ŞAHİN
Minister of Interior
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Foreword
A
Mehmet KILIÇLAR
Governor
Director General of
Turkish National Police

lthough smuggling and organized crime
are smaller in number compared to other
crimes, they cause much larger costs and
unfavourable conditions with respect to
the risk they inflict on society at large. In criminal
organizations there exist a perception and unity of
action that consider every path leading to money and
power as legitimate. This perception in defiance of
the state of law and rule of law is threatening peace
and security in the society, totally disregarding bodily
and material safety, eroding confidence of the society
towards the state and also hope for future.
It is our priority task as police force to take every
preventive measure against such illegal formations.
While duly performing this task, we are targeting criminal
formations with a firm resolution and a sense of mission
under limits of our authority and responsibility.
Our Organization, having renewed and developed
itself in all respects in recent years performs its tasks
in exemplary dynamism and productivity in all aspects
with its fully fledged manpower, fast adaptation of
advanced technology into its daily routine and a
professional concept of policing.
When looked from this perspective, it is no coincidence
that our KOM Units are making great achievements
in their fight against smuggling and organized crime.
Special techniques of investigation included in our
criminal procedures law in 1999 have significantly
improved our capability in deciphering criminal
organizations and uncovering concealed relations of
interest in the criminal world. It is evident that those
who establish or intend to establish any criminal
organization should now take much more risk. The
steady rise in recent years in the number of operations
carried out and the number of suspects captured
clarifies how this risk turned into a reality.
In achieving this pace of success, there have been a
significant role of the struggle against smuggling and
organized crime, acceptance of anti-smuggling and
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organized crime as a separate field of
expertise, placing great emphasis on
technique and technology in this area and
attaining record-breaking achievements
in national and international arena of
personnel training. The priority given to
this field by our state is regarded as the
most permanent investment in the peace
and security of our society.
The process of professionalization
encountered in combating organized
crime gained a new and integrated
perspective with the National Strategy
Document for Combating Organized
Crime which entered into force following
approval of the Prime Ministry in 2007.
This document was followed by its
updated form and an action plan in 2010,
therefore the knowledge and experience
of Turkey in the fight against organized
crime were merged under national
targets.
The pioneering role assumed in the
formation of campaign policies, the
successful works carried out in national
and international arenas during the last
10 years have now come to a level of
which KOM Units and the country are
proud of and confident about. The fact
that the name ‘KOM’ has become like a
brand indicates that this confidence is
not in vain.
Outcomes of intense efforts in the fight
against drugs are evident. In consideration of the number of operations carried
out, we can easily say Turkey has become a risky route for international traffickers of drugs. Recently, a number of
international reports have emphasized
that the illicit trafficking of drugs has
been directed to new routes.
On the other hand efficient methods have
been developed to encounter domestic
drug networks nestled around schools
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to encourage our youngsters towards
use of drugs. By means of breaking them
apart, a large number of crimes likely to
be committed have now been averted.
Another field of experience we have
gained in this struggle is the fact
that each strike on illicit trafficking of
drugs also served to blocking financial
paths of terror. Conducted operations
indicate that the narco-terror activities
of PKK/KCK terror organization are not
limited with collecting exaction and
protection money from smugglers but
they also cover international delivery
and distribution of smugglers. Intense
efforts are being put in place in order to
launch a more effective battle on crime
proceeds linked with drugs.
The campaign against those who violate
public prowess for sake of personal
interests has been accelerated. Wasting
of public resources which are made
available to serve our people would mean
impoverishment of state, making people
devoid of much needed investments and
encountering a larger financial burden. In
order to avert this, both preventive and
penal measures need to be implemented.
The operations carried out in this field are
an effective warning against those who
resort to illegal or unjust action towards
public resources.
I would like to take this opportunity to
congratulate all my colleagues working
within our KOM Units and wish them a
long and successful career.

Mehmet KILIÇLAR
Governor
Director General of
Turkish National Police

Introduction
T

Mehmet YEŞİLKAYA
Head of KOM
Department

he notion of organized crime points out to
a security problem on a wide range which
might include different types of crimes.
Illegal activities like drug smuggling, illicit
trafficking of arms and ammunition, illicit trafficking
of immigrants, kidnapping, exaction, usury, human
trafficking, customs smuggling, corruption and money
laundering are mostly included in this range. Whatever
the fields of activity of criminal groups are, their
tendencies to permeate into socio-economic texture
of the society and to conceal illegality will accelerate
as they gain material strength.
The size of material and non-material damages caused
by organized crime reminds us of the need never to
compromise on an all-out combat. The combat against
organized crime has a significant share in enabling
our people to lead their lives in their normal routine in
bodily and material safety without any worries to suffer
from crimes. It should be borne in mind that the state
of organized crime and the level of threats are items of
consideration in measuring the level of democratisation
and development of a country.
The KOM Units which have assumed responsibilities
across Turkey in the fight against smuggling and
organized crime are performing a vital function in this
respect. They are fulfilling their tasks in a professional
policing notion that is bound with law. KOM renews
itself and adds new teams of expertise into its structure
for sake of keeping its preventive and investigative
capacity against crimes at the highest level. Identifying
criminal syndicates with all its connections can only
become possible with such flexibility and renewal.
On the other hand, to have sufficient intelligence and
knowledge before crime occurs is as important as to
have the capabilities of investigation after crime. In
this context, the information sharing developed and
strengthened by KOM Units together with intelligence
units of Turkish National Police has now turned into an
exemplary implementation of cooperation within the
organization.
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